Scheduling of construction projects can be categorized into repetitive and non-repetitive.
Method

118
The proposed method integrates CCPM and LSM; the aggressiveness of CCPM leads to shorter 119 schedules while LSM visualizes repetitive processes and accounts for continuity of resources.
120
The framework of proposed method is illustrated in Figure ( 
Calculation of aggressive and safe activity durations:
122 Safe activity duration is defined as duration estimate that includes enough safety to protect 123 activities execution against contingencies. Aggressive activity duration is the average estimate of aggressive productivity rate and the constrained productivity rate (CPR) at 50% confidence 126 level of resources availability as presented in Equation (1) . Activity safe duration depends on the 127 calculation of constrained activity productivity rate (CPR) at 90% confidence level of resources D i, j (AG) = activity quantity / CPR i, j (AG) (1) 133 D i, j (CL) = activity quantity / CPR i, j (CL) 
Where,
, represents the safe duration of activity "i" in process "j" with given confidence level 137 "CL".
138
D i, j (AG), represents the aggressive duration of activity "i" in process "j".
139
CPR i (CL), represents constrained productivity rate of activity "i" with resources availability at
140
"CL" confidence level.
141
CPRi (AG) represents constrained productivity rate of activity "i" with resources availability at 142 50% confidence level. 
Sequencing activities based on aggressive durations (average schedule):
144
The aggressive schedule is sequenced using continuity of work for all activities "i" in the same process "j" as well as the continuity of work 160 among consecutive processes using Equations (4) and (5). Equation (4) calculates the SD of an 161 activity "i" as the maximum between the finish date (FD) of same activity "i" in preceding 162 process "j-1" and the FD of its preceding activity "i-1" in the same process "j" to maintain 163 continuity in the same process as well in the consecutive processes. Equation (5) calculates the 164 FD of activity "i" in process "j" as the sum of SD ij calculated using Equation (4) and the duration 165 of activity "i" in process "j" calculated using Equation (1) and (2). As long as "j" remains
166
smaller than the total number of processes (m), this procedure is repeated for all activities "i" in 167 all processes "j" to maintain the continuity of processes in the developed linear schedule. However, the continuity constraint in linear scheduling should be respected. preceding activity. The overlap between the two activities is calculated using Equations (7) and Where,
210
O VAR : Overlap of resources quantities variability for preceding activity.
211
Q 50%: quantities in preceding activity with 50 % confidence in availability.
212
Q 90%: quantities in preceding activity with 90 % confidence in availability. Resource buffer included in current CCPM scheduling cannot be quantified and it acts as 272 warning for shortages in controlling resources (Goldratt 1997). It is assigned before each activity 273 on the critical chain that requires different controlling resource than its preceding activity.
274
Resource buffers, however, are different than proposed RCB because the latter is quantifiable
275
and it absorbs the delay of preceding activities due to variability of resources availability.
276
Project Buffer=ඩ (D P ሺCLሻ -D P ሺAGሻ) Figure (11) . However, CCPM method emphasized that "safety durations" are between activities.
294
Though Bakry's approach focused on respecting activities continuity to the maximum by adding 
321
The constraining resource is another feature of the developed method to identify the longest 322 critical sequence constrained by resources while respecting resources continuity constraint. The 323 available output of controlling resources for each activity were assumed as shown in Table 3 324 with 50% and 90 % confidence rates. The total required resources output for all bridge sections 325 are calculated using the following equations. controlling resource changes from preceding to succeeding critical activity. These buffers are 337 assigned at the start of first activity of foundation, last activity of columns, and first activity of 338 slabs respectively in accordance with the CCPM theory.
339
It was assumed to calculate resources outputs using the following equations:
340
Total required gravel outputs = 0.77 × Total foundation quantities.
341
Total required sand outputs = 0.4 × Total columns quantities.
342
Total required reinforcing steel outputs = 100 kg × Total beams quantities. 
